Introduction
High voltage (HV) insulators are critical components in high-energy, accelerator and pulsed power systems that drive diverse applications in the national security, nuclear weapons science, defense and industrial arenas. In these systems, the insulator may separate vacuum/non-vacuum regions or conductors with high electrical field gradients. These insulators will often fail at electric fields over an order of magnitude lower than their intrinsic dielectric strength due to flashover at the dielectric interface. Decades of studies have produced a wealth of information on fundamental processes and mechanisms important for flashover initiation, but only for relatively simple insulator configurations in controlled environments. Accelerator and pulsed power system designers are faced with applying the fundamental knowledge to complex, operational devices with escalating HV requirements. Designers are forced to rely on "best practices" and expensive prototype testing, providing boundaries for successful operation. However, the safety margin is difficult to estimate, and system design must be very conservative for situations where testing is not practicable, or replacement of failed parts is disruptive or expensive.
Surface breakdown of insulators poses a challenge across a wide portfolio of Department of Energy (DOE) supported activities; here we will discuss two examplars on which local collaboration is possible to illustrate the issues, but the results can be generalized. Two important pulsed power driven projects within the Science and Technology Principal Directorate at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) that are impacted by insulator design are an explosively driven magnetic flux compressor and a compact, high gradient induction accelerator. The magnetic flux compressor is used to generate extreme currents and magnetic fields. A dielectric insulator is located in the power flow section to establish a vacuum region for the experiments. The insulator environment during operation cannot be duplicated in a controlled laboratory test, so the designers use scaled tests and extrapolate. Even this approach is limited due to the lack of basic understanding of how the performance scales to the harsh, complex operational environment. An example of a large scale stacked insulator is shown in Figure 1 [Houck2008b].
Induction electron accelerators are used in many applications, from basic physics to flash radiography. A dielectric insulator separates the source of the accelerating power from the evacuated beam line. Conventional designs locate the insulator farther from the location of the electron beam, sacrificing efficiency and compactness. Novel designs are avoided as testing in an operational environment cannot be accomplished until a significant fraction of the accelerator is assembled. If the design proves unsatisfactory, corrections are prohibitively expensive. Presently, pulsed power system designers lack the computational tools to develop the next generation of systems. An example of an induction accelerator cell vacuum gap is shown in Figure 2 [Houck2008b]. Fundamentally, flashover can occur via dielectric multipactor along the surface of an insulator. Electrons impacting the dielectric surface with energy between ~100 V and ~1 kV can generate emission of multiple secondary electrons, increased for grazing impact. Since the emission energy of secondary electrons is below 100 V, a multipactor discharge only grows when there is an energy source for the electrons, such as an external electric field at least partially aligned with the dielectric. Emission of secondary electrons from the dielectric surface leaves the surface positively charged, and this positive charge affects the electric field such that electrons are attracted back to the surface. This positive feedback effect leads to a rapidly growing electron cloud. The discharge saturates when the field returning the electrons to the surface becomes sufficiently strong that the work done by the tangential electric field decreases due to the shorter electron flight time. Additional sources of electrons in breakdown phenomena include ionization of ambient gas atoms by energetic electrons, thermionic and field emission of electrons from surfaces, surface emission stimulated by UV emitted by excited gas atoms, and ionization and surface emission generated by xrays emitted by the impact of energetic electrons on surfaces. Indeed, electronegative background gases such as oxygen and SF 6 can also serve as a sink for electrons through electron attachment processes that form negative ions. The myriad electron sources depend on many complicated factors. Material properties govern the energy and angular dependence of secondary emission as well as the dielectric permittivity which distorts the electric field lines between the high voltage conductors. Geometric structure determines the direction of the fields with respect to the dielectric surface and, hence, determines how work is done on the electrons. Surface roughness and microstructure determines local field enhancement critical for determining field emission. Conditioning of the materials determines adsorbed gases and impurities. Driving voltages and frequencies control the electric field strength and direction and its interaction with the electrons. Space charge effects influence the forces on charged particles. Local particle fluxes and surface currents can lead to heating for gas desorption and thermionic emission, as well as generation of xrays. Ambient and desorbed gas constituents determine the atomic collisions and chemistry that influence the electron growth rate. All these processes lead to a highly kinetic system in which the electron energy distribution function (EEDF) can become highly non-Maxwellian.
While simple analysis has successfully determined some trends, for design of mission critical high voltage systems, a comprehensive quantitative treatment is needed. Modeling and simulation can handle the analytically intractable interactions between all the physics described, and perform deeper analysis than is possible in the high voltage and often destructive environment that occurs in breakdown events. . However, no present operating accelerator uses this technology due to a lack of understanding of the HGI's performance in an operational environment. Another application area is in the renewed development of explosively driven magnetic flux compression generators [Knoepfel1970 ]. This development has engendered an interest in insulators exposed to longer pulses (several microseconds), ultraviolet radiation, high magnetic fields, and both vacuum and gas interfaces. Scaled testing [Javedani2007, Houck2006, Houck2008a] is ongoing, although it is not possible to duplicate the operational environment in the laboratory.
The Plasma Theory and Simulation Group at the University of California at Berkeley (UCB) has performed substantial research on dielectric breakdown and surface emission in the context of high power microwave devices, with over 40 publications over the last 3 years. Geometric effects on field emission, including means of reducing the order of the spatial model and requirements for resolving fine features with the mesh using an effective geometric field enhancement factor were developed [Feng2005] . The transition from Fowler Nordheim field emission at low surface electric field to the Space Charge Limited Fowler-Nordheim (SCL-FN) behavior was first characterized at Berkeley [Feng2006, Feng2008a] and extended to the relativistic regime [Feng2008b] . Studies of two-surface multipactors between electrodes demonstrated the roles of space charge and cavity detuning in achieving saturation [Gopinath1998] . The space charge shielding effects in single surface multipactor were investigated using XOOPIC [Valfells2000b] . New time-dependent effects were discovered in single surface microwave driven dielectric multipactors [Kim2005] . The study of the transition of microwave breakdown at dielectric windows from single surface multipactor at low pressure to collisional discharge at high pressure followed [Kim2006, Kim2007a, Verboncoeur2006]. The effects of wave propagation through non-uniform plasma slabs were also considered [Kim2007b]. A general scaling law for the breakdown time for different background gases over a wide range of pressures was developed [Lau2006] . Discrepancies in analytic, fluid, and kinetic particle models were considered [Kim2007c]. Generation of xrays in particle-surface impact events was characterized as a potential source of electrons for breakdown [Lim2007] . A novel global model with an enhanced EEDF was developed to study collisional breakdown [Nam2008a], used to demonstrate the frequency effects [Nam2008b], and extended to electronegative gases and air [Nam2008c].
Calabazas Creek Research, Inc. (CCR), in collaboration with the Plasma Theory and Simulation Group at the University of California -Berkeley, investigated models based on existing particle-in-cell, global models, and hybrid fluid models for analyzing surface breakdown of dielectric insulators and incorporate these into CCR's Visual Research Laboratory (VRL). The Visual Research Laboratory is a computer-based laboratory for performing experiments with high-voltage, high-current, electron-driven sources and applications of electromagnetic radiation. The applications range from fundamental physics in the high-voltage, high-current environments, to high power microwave sources for directed energy weapons, nuclear effects simulation, and novel imaging concepts for medical or materials industries.
Phase I Results
As discussed in detail for each task below, the Phase I project has demonstrated the feasibility of a modeling approach to analyzing breakdown effects, and for designing improved high voltage insulating systems. Development of the fundamental tools and models, and applications to classical DC high voltage insulator breakdown problems, provides a strong foundation for pursuing advanced model development and physics understanding in Phase II.
Task 1: Angled dielectric insulator breakdown
In modeling the breakdown of classical, angled-dielectric, triple-point insulators, a rotated geometry is used to properly account for particle orbits at the dielectric boundary as in Figure 3 . One of the key mechanisms of dielectric breakdown is secondary-electron emission due to primary-electron impact on the insulator. This process is sensitive to impact angle and energy, and a discretized spatial domain can introduce surprisingly significant errors in the secondary-emission process at the dielectric. Grid errors are typical of the stairstepping in Figure 3(a) . The rotated geometry eliminates stair-step grid errors on the dielectric, allowing correct resolution of the electron impact position, angle and energy. Furthermore, the upper and lower boundaries of Figure 3 must be placed many times the gap width away from the insulator surface in order to minimize their influence on the fields at the surface; however, it was demonstrated in Phase I that the influence can be minimized by employing a boundary with a linear voltage variation, which matches the boundary condition at infinity, as close as one gap width from the insulator surface. The secondary emission due to multipactor effects is modeled using the energy and angular dependent Vaughan model [Verboncoeur2005]. This model was improved to include data for the energy dependence of the secondary emission yield of teflon using the Baker data [need reference], as shown in Figure 4 . The secondary emission yield is parameterized as follows: where E is the impact energy, E 0 is the secondary emission threshold energy, E max0 is the energy at which the peak, δ max0 in the secondary emission yield occurs, θ is the angle of impact with respect to the normal, and 0<k sd ,k sw <2 are empirical surface roughness coefficients, where the higher value indicates a highly polished surface. The model allows emission of true secondaries with an isotropic Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, as well as a smaller percentage of scattered and reflected primaries. The shape is universal for many materials, where the primary differences are the location and amplitude of the maximum, as well as the location of the second crossover energy, E 2 .
An electron source is assumed to exist near the triple-point junction between vacuum, dielectric, and metal, illustrated in Figure 3(b) . Initially, a constant electron source was specified to investigate the general behavior of the system. This source model assumes a fixed source of electrons, which is unlikely in real systems, but provides pertinent insight into the interplay of the secondary emission and dielectric surface charge. The temporal accumulation of charge along the dielectric surface is shown in Figure 5 . In Figure 5 , a source with a thin spatial profile is specified, leading to a narrow impact profile. In cases with typical secondary-emission parameters, the dielectric surface charge usually builds negative for all time due to the low emission energy of the true secondaries coupled with the local attractive force that pulls the low-energy secondaries back to the dielectric near the impact site, reducing the effective secondary electron emission coefficient. When the surface charge is sufficient, secondaries can traverse larger distances across the dielectric, gaining energy in the electric field along the way. When secondaries are generated, a relatively positive charge is left behind in the dielectric, resulting in a local electric field that pulls electrons back to the surface. Secondaries that eventually return to the dielectric after a sufficient excursion can have enough impact energy to generate more secondaries. The primary-electron energy distribution can be observed through the simulation, showing initial impact energies above the first crossover energy, E 1 , but below the second crossover energy, E 2 . Figure 6 shows a typical primary-electron energy distribution after secondary-emission quenching.
Forward Time
Initial Impact Site Before the profile of Figure 6 is reached, the secondary-emission can avalanche from the dielectric to the anode, resulting in a measured current at the anode. This is shown in Figure 7 . A current develops at the anode comprised entirely of secondaries until 5 ns. A little before 5 ns, the system space and surface charge has become significant enough to deflect primaries from the cathode to the anode. The increase in the primary current is a result of the sudden deflection of nearly the entire source current. Some current still makes its way to the dielectric, but primary impact energies have moved below the first crossover, and no further secondaries are measured.
Peak energy after secondary-emission quench ~ 40 eV
Linearly-increasing energy tail associated with fully space-charged dielectric; primaries impact anode with full applied voltage. Next, the model is modified to include the injection current feedback of a FowlerNordheim (FN) emitter. The dielectric charge of an FN model is shown in Figure 6 . Similar characteristics are seen for a self-consistent FN emitter comparing to Figure 2 , but the surface charge is more distributed at the onset. The FN emitter is seeded with a field-enhancement factor to simulate a small surface feature, producing an appreciable number of electrons in the initial fields. This might be achieved in real systems by piercing a needle through the cathode surface, or roughening the surface. If the insulator surface charges positively, the local field at the FN emitter will be enhanced and the emission will increase, as will the primary impact energy on the dielectric, causing further positive charging. This process should saturate when the surface charge is sufficient to cause the primaries to impact at the second cross over energy, E 2 . However, if low energy secondaries are attracted back to the surface near the emission point, the effective secondary emission coefficient can be less than one, resulting in negative charging of the surface, and reducing the surface field at the FN emitter, and eventually deflecting the primaries away from the insulator surface resulting in the wide distribution of negative charge shown in Figure 8 .
Initial Impact Site. Note wide impact region. The current profile corresponding to the negative charging scenario is shown in Figure  9 , showing an intermittent secondary current on the anode. No primaries have reached the anode in this case, illustrating the importance of the space-charge profile in reaching any sort of breakdown scenario. The current is reduced in the FN case with the wider initial-charge profile. This case better represents real systems with seed-electron sources that depend on the electric-field strength and system characteristics.
It is clear from these Phase I results that the mechanics of modeling a single gap vacuum insulator are feasible. The tools are now in place to proceed.
Task 2: Stack of angled insulators
We model the dielectric insulator stack in the same way that we model the monolithic insulator, introducing additional electrodes with intermediate applied potential. The general model is shown in Figure 10 . Note that the center electrode is shown in a closeup view, but only extends 1 mm above the insulator. A proof-of-principle calculation is provided. The resulting dielectric charge is shown in Figure 11 . The same characteristics can be seen as in the monolithic case. Note that this case is not necessarily typical since current sources are assumed at both electrodes. FN sources
Forward Time
Initial Impact Sites. Note wide impact regions.
Center Electrode
Anode are sensitive to the local field and surface characteristics. A system at the onset of FN emission at the cathode can be modeled such that no FN emission occurs at the center unless further surface charging occurs near the center electrode.
The feasibility of modeling a stacked cell insulator was successfully demonstrated in Phase I, again with the need for further investigation of the physics.
Task 3: Advanced models
In Task 3, a number of advanced models were considered.
The boundary conditions at the open ends of the gap (top and bottom in Figure 3 ) pose a challenge. The physical ends of the gap are located at a distance from the insulator surface which is very large compared to the gap width. Since all the physics takes place within less than 1 mm from the surface for most configurations, the challenge is to use a boundary condition which does not influence the electric fields in the region of interest, while keeping the simulated region small for efficiency. In Phase I, we found that setting the derivative of the potential to zero normal to the boundary was inadequate, and influenced the results even at relatively large distances. However, setting the potential to a fixed value varying linearly from cathode to anode voltage worked very well, and allowed reduction of the system size to be about one gap width normal to the insulator. This has been implemented and tested in Phase I.
In the course of progressing to a self-consistent breakdown model, the field emission plays a crucial role early in the process. Hence, it will be important to improve the fidelity of the fields at the electrode surfaces. Indeed, it can be shown that for stairstepped structures, the field at the covex corners approaches infinity as the cell size approaches zero, and the field at the concave corners approaches zero as the cell size approaches zero. Hence, it is determined that a piecewise continuous boundary condition will be important in Phase II. A classical solution to this problem is to replace a single point with a block of points, and solving for difference equation by extrapolating the solution of trial functions [Shortley1938] .
In order to model a breakdown event self-consistently, desorption due to localized electron heating must be included. A model of surface desorption of lattice impurities, based on electronic sputtering, shows a strong dependence of yield Y on angle of incidence θ where C 2 is an arbitrary constant.
In Phase I we found a high sensitivity to the characteristics of the true secondaries, including their emitted distribution. Since the slow electrons are susceptible to failing to escape the local surface charge, and their impact energy is generally well below the first cross over energy of the secondary emission curve, the distribution is crucial in determining the effective secondary yield in the presence of an accelerating field. Hence obtaining an improved yield for the materials employed in Phase II will of prime importance.
In summary, the advanced model elements of Task 3 will comprise key elements of a quatitative Phase II effort to model breakdown physics. These models generally involve minor modifications of XOOPIC and VRL, so implementing them in a Phase II program is feasible and will result in improved fidelity. Only the piecewise continuous boundary elements will involve significant complexity
Task 4: VRL integration
The models implemented in Phase I were successfully incorporated into the VRL code due to its flexible design.
Summary
The Phase I program demonstrated the feasibility of developing an advanced code for modeling insulator breakdown. Such a code would be of great interest for a number of applications, including high energy physics, microwave source development, fusion sciences, and other research and industrial applications using high voltage devices.
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